
Sermon a paradigm shift 2 12 23 

 

Introduction 

Last week I introduced 5 foundations on which we can build our biblical understanding of Spiritual gifts They 

are: 1. Every Christian believer is given a spiritual gift or gifts by God’s Spirit at God’s discretion  2. Spiritual 

gifts are to be distinguished from the natural skills and talents in each unique person 3. We are biblically 

exhorted to use our spiritual gifts to build up the Body of Christ. 4.Thus the wise use of our gifts is simply a 

matter of stewardship, accountability and obedience.  And 5. When we don’t use our gifts, we are hindering 

God’s work for the entire church.   Bottom line: Every person in the church is important and has a vital role to 

play!  But we need to be doing what God has gifted us to do, not what we are pressured to do out of guilt or 

concern for a certain program in the church. 

 

Case in point: In my first job on church staff I was a missions coordinator – what would be called today a 

missions pastor because the doors for women in ministry have opened. Thank God! But one of the programs we 

did in our missions program was a church-wide Hunger program.  We had a free banquet for everyone in the 

church (who signed up    ) and they each got a colored ticket when they arrived to designate where they would 

sit.  We had divided our fellowship hall into eating areas which corresponded with the population size of various 

parts of the world.  What people did not know in advance was we served food in those eating areas depending 

on the wealth and resources enjoyed by the people in that part of the world. I can tell yo what happened in that 

program later      but my point today is to share about one of my team members who signed up to coordinate all 

the administrative details of this rather large program – the research on the proper food, the set ups of the tables, 

the tickets, the publicity, etc.etc.etc. It was a B I G job. And initially no one wanted to do it. We started early in 

our preparation but a few weeks went by and still no one had volunteered to head  up the project.  So my friend 

stepped up. She didn’t want to see this program fail.  And she was very responsible and had many teaching and 

caring gifts given to her from the Spirit.  But at that time of her life, administration was not one of them.  So 

even though the program was successful, she became a wreck.  She was anxious. She was worried about each 

little detail. She was feeling overwhelmed and her anxiety spread like a cloud over the whole team as we got 

closer and closer to the event.  She became a Martha, martha, you are anxious and worried about many thing 

when her gifts made her a wonderful Mary, able to stay focused on Jesus and sit at his feet to learn and then 

teach others.   

Why did that happen? ? Because she was not the right person for the job. God used that as an object lesson for 

all of  us that the gifts He gives will contribute to the life of the church in wonderful ways – as long as we step 

up to contribute where he calls us.  Then we will have the strength of the Spirit and the joy of the Lord.  Then  

the Holy Spirit will be pouring through us in grace and power.  So the two questions today are: Who are you and 

what should you be doing in the church? That’s our theme. Let us pray. 

 

A paradigm shift 

I believe to answer both those questions correctly - Who are you and what should you be doing in the church? -

we need to start with a paradigm shift. What does that mean? A paradigm is an established, traditional way of 

dong something or thinking about something. The dictionary calls it  “a pattern, example or model accepted by 

most people in academia or the natural sciences because its effectiveness in  explaining a complex process” 

(Webster’s New World Collegiate Dictionary). Who are you and what should you be doing in the church? For 

example, in the West, the traditional way to explain the gospel to nonbelievers is through the paradigm of guilt – 

all people are sinful before a holy God. And Jesus died to pay the price for our guilt. That’s how westerners 

describe the atonement. However, a Chinese colleague and I just published an entire book suggesting that this 

accepted western definition of guilt did not make sense to most people from Asia. They understood guilt as 

murdering someone and reasoned that they had not murdered anyone so they were not guilty – therefore Christ 

dying on the cross for their guilt was irrelevant and they walked away.  We maintain that Christ also died 

because of people’s shame – they had failed their family, their society by specific acts etc. and caused people to 

lose face. Christ Himself  



Was shamed by the crucifixion so He understood but he also bore our shame. This is a paradigm shift in 

presenting the gospel in an Asian setting.   

 

Now how does that work in the area of spiritual gifts?  Look at the 

powerpoint. Everyone is going forward pushing the same shape. That’s the 

model they are all using. But the man in front is pushing a different shape – 

the model he is using.   

What’s the shift I believe is needed in understanding spiritual gifts?  It’s 

two fold:  

First shift is answering the questions “In a healthy, flourishing church who 

does what and why?  And the answer is in our test that Bill just read: 

Ephesians 4:11-13. “It was Christ who gave some to be apostles, some to 

be prophets, some to be evangelists, and some to be pastors and teachers.”  

Stop right there.  That’s not new news.  But the reason for their roles is the shift: “to equip God’s people for 

works of service, so that the Body of Christ may be built up.”  The paid staff or leaders of the church have gifts 

to be susre. But THEY are not to be doing the work of the ministry.  As the traditional paradigm suggests.  Their 

gifts are to EQUIP GOD’S PEOPLE FOR WORKS OF SERVICE.” It is the people in the church who are to be 

doing the works of ministry.  My role as your shepherd/pastor is to equip YOU to do what God has given special 

grace gifts for you to do. 

 

So in these next 2 months I will help you find out what gifts God has given you and how that impacts your role 

in the church.   

 

The second paradigm shift is in answer to the question: What is church really and what is involved in being a 

member?  I want to use two analogies – the church as a body and the church as an orchestra.  

  

 
 

 

Let’s start with the analogy of the church as a body. Paul compares the church dynamic processes, all of which 

are needed to help the body function in a healthy way.  Similarly, he says the church is a spiritual body where 

we are all vitally connected to each other- more on that in a minute.   

 

But it is not healthy in every church.  Tony Evans that in the body there is symbiosis and parasitism. Parasitism 

is the relationship between two organisms wherein one organism, the parasite, thrives at the cost of the other, the 

host. A symbiotic relationship with others means there is mutual interdependence.  Your gifts help me thrive and 

my gifts help you thrive. In the case of our world hunger dinner at my first church, we needed someone else, not 

my friend, to step up and organize and administer all the details to make that event work for everyone.  

 



In terms of being an orchestra, we need each person to play harmoniously with all the other players.  If you have 

ever been to an orchestra concert, you remember it starts with all the orchestra on stage, and each one is tuning 

up his or her instrument. It sounds chaotic and you hope not indicative of the sounds you will hear when the 

concert begins!  But then the oboe gives the central tuning pitch that they all have to tune to.  Each member 

aligns their instrument with that tuning pitch and then turns to wait for the conductor’s signal and the concert 

begins.  As long as each orchestra member plays the tune assigned to them, attends to the conductor’s signals for 

entrance, raising or lowering the volume, attending to those playing beside him or her, and working for the 

common good of the overall effect of each specific piece, there is beautiful music. But, if one orchestra member 

doesn’t like the conductor’s directions or doesn’t like the music and sits quietly mute during the concert, (which 

could be an act of passive aggression!) or wants to be a solo when that role is given to someone who is more 

suited for it or hasn’t rehearsed with his section enough to play excellently, then there is trouble with a capital T! 

 

❖ God’s goal in giving us spiritual gifts is so we can play in harmony –  

❖ Tuned by the Spirit’s pitch and direction 

❖ Under Christ’s Lordship 

❖ In a commonality of vision 

❖ And with each part playing their role excellently through practice and training in action 

Then the beautiful music coming from that church will display God’s power and grace to the whole region.    

 

Two paradigm shifts in the work of the church and the role of each member. 

1. The members do the ministry based on their spiritual gifts and equipped by the leaders. 

2. Every member is needed to use their gifts so the Church can thrive and fulfill its mission from God.   

  

Who are you and what should you be doing in the church? Let’s pray 
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